This volume of the Jascha Spivakovsky Bach to Bloch edition features two concert performances with orchestra of
works by the two composers whose names have graced this series' title, closing the circle begun in 2015 with the
first ever publ ication of private recordings of the stupendous Russian pianist who died in 1970 without having
produced solo record ings. Th is particu lar issue is especially meaningful as it is being released in the 50th anniversary
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year of the pianist's death at the age of 73.
The Bach-Busoni Concerto In D Minor BWV 1052 dates from a January 1961 concert given with the Astra String
Orchestra (a local lad ies' ensemb le) under the direction of George Logie-Smith. This concert took place the same
week as Jascha's release from hospital after a medical emergency and Just a few days after the Beethoven G Major
Concerto broadcas t re leased in Vo lume 7. Despite his poor physical health at the time, Spivakovsky rose to the

occasion magnificently, as can be heard by his tremendously vivacious playing. Particularly remarkable are the
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scint illating cadenzas that he composed himself, which are very much in the spirit of Bach's time. However, he
certain ly does not rep licate the kind of performance one might expect to hear on a harpsichord, instead taking full
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advantage of the expressive means of the piano with his fluid phrasing, sumptuous tonal colours, and skillful use of
dynamic gradations. This is a tru ly vibrant interpretation that highlights the composer's brilliant use of counterpoint
and beaut iful melodic content.
The Bloch Concerto Symphonlque comes from a 1951 concert given with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra under Sir
Eugene Goossens: the Australian premiere was broadcast on May 15 and Spivakovsky played it several times around
the country over the next two years. He had discussed the score with the composer himself while learning the work
from the manuscript, lending a degree of authenticity to a traversal that may be the earliest recorded performance
of th is composition . The pianist plays with verve in this impassioned reading of a work that is incredibly challenging
for all concerned (the conductor makes a timing error in the first movement for which Spivakovsky had to
compensate)! As always, we hear him playing with beauty of tone, clarity of texture, and elegant phrasing - there is
never a harsh sound even when the music has dissonance.
With this final Bach ta Bloch release featuring Jascha Spivakovsky as piano soloist, we are more than ever able to
appreciate the breadth of th is great pian ist's repertoire and the magnitude of his highly individual interpretative
ab iliti es .
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BACH-BUSONI Concerto No. 1 in D minor, BWV 1052
[iJ 1st

mvt. - Allegro

1a,211

[J 2nd

mvt. - Adagio

1a,201

□ 3rd

mvt. -Allegro

1n11

Astra String Orchestra
conducted by Geor9e Lo9ie-S111itli

BLOCH Concerto Symphonique for Piano and Orchestra
[iJ 1st

mvt. - Pesante

[iJ 2nd

114,141

mvt. - Allegro vivace

112,ss1

[J 3rd mvt. - Allegro deciso 19'431

Sydney Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Sir E119,·11c Goossrns

]ascha Spivakovsky yiano
Total running time: 61:04

